FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MAGE SOLAR Launches Innovative PV-Mounting System Reducing
Install Time By About 30%
MAGE SOLAR introduces simple and easy installation system with highest
quality components plus long material warranty
Dublin (Georgia), October 11, 2011.—MAGE SOLAR USA, part of the globally
operating MAGE GROUP, announces the introduction of its newly developed and
highly innovative mounting system, MAGE SYSTEMTEC.
MAGE SYSTEMTEC was engineered considering demands and challenges for
integrators when working with mounting systems and parts under real life conditions.
Upholding highest quality standards, MAGE SOLAR has created a universally
adaptable, easy to use mounting system that reduces installation time by about 30%
over conventional systems. MAGE SYSTEMTEC is designed to provide flexible,
customized solutions with strong results on a wide array of pitched roofing situations,
including asphalt shingles, roof tile or metal roofs.
Since the easy-to-use slide-and-snap connectors and clamps require only a few
tools, a speedy assembly process will cut down installation costs for customers and
further accelerate the clients’ return on investment at the same time. Although
MAGE SYSTEMTEC is a truly an all-rounder when it comes to utilization and
simplicity, it entirely possesses the quality MAGE SOLAR customers can expect.
Made with the most durable components, MAGE SYSTEMTEC is accompanied by a
10-year material warranty.
“MAGE SYSTEMTEC is a mounting system that comes from a company with a
strong and successful background in PV systems and a focus on complete system
solutions. We know what integrators need and which demands and expectations
they have of a perfect mounting system. MAGE SYSTEMTEC is easy, quick, and
adaptable to many roofing situations installers face daily, yet this highly durable and
intelligently designed,” says Joe Thomas, President and CEO of MAGE SOLAR
USA.
With an experienced engineering department on staff, MAGE SOLAR also provides
complete design assistance to integrators implementing MAGE SYSTEMTEC.
Based on a host of data from local codes and regulations to weather records and
more, MAGE SOLAR prepares solid customized solutions for any clients’ needs.
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MAGE SYSTEMTEC redefines user-friendliness and universality for PV-mounting systems
© MAGE SOLAR USA

*****
MAGE SOLAR – New Energy For A New World

MAGE SOLAR USA, headquartered in Dublin, Georgia, specializes in complete solar
systems and provides high-quality photovoltaic modules, intelligent mounting systems and
high-performance brand inverters. As a subsidiary of the international MAGE GROUP, it
uses the Group’s 35 years of know-how to develop optimally coordinated system solutions.
A competent partner network guarantees profitable solar energy systems for customers
throughout the Americas and in thirteen more countries in Europe, Asia, and Africa.
For more information, please visit: www.magesolar.com
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